
Hello everybody,

Due the situation of the coronavirus and foreseeing that the event won't have the essence of 
the KLZ Events (as we want to give you a great experience with the guests but also with the 
healthiest conditions), the guests and organization of BloodyNightCon Europe and Onehun-
dredCon talked during days about the possibility to postpone the event.
Thinking in the necessity to give time to the attendants to manage �ights and hotels and 
also taking in count the real health risk for fans, guests and sta� to attend an event where 
hugs and big emotions are everywhere. KLZ Events and managers arrived at a mutual agree-
ment. As it’s the intention of all the parties to make the best event possible, we decided to 
move BloodyNightCon Europe and OnehundredCon to the weekend of 26th and 27th of 
June, 2021.

New dates: June 26th and 27th 2021 (Both events will still happen at the same time, Bloody-
nightCon Europe and OneHundredCon).

Why those dates? Safety reasons and also to give you our KLZ Experience, same way as all 
years and events.

How will it work? All the people who have a boght pass and extras will automatically change 
to the new dates. The shop will be open, as always, until the previous days before the event 
or until end of stock.

Venue: Event will take place in the same venue, The Egg Brussels. Please, understand we 
cannot do anything with your own reservations of hotel or �ights. But all the airlines and 
hotels are doing refunds or vouchers, check yours with them.

Guests, tickets and extras: Guests will be the same, PAUL WESLEY, DANIEL GILLIES, STEVEN R. 
MCQUEEN, ZACH ROERIG, RILEY VOELKEL, QUINCY FOUSE, LINDSEY MORGAN, RICHARD 
HARMON, RHIANNON FISH, JAROD JOSEPH and SACHIN SAHEL. All passes will be valid for 
the new dates and also extras.

Compensation: Due to the problems this situation might cause to you, from KLZ Events we 
want to compensate everybody who will come to the new dates with a 20% discount vouch-
er you can use during the event dates only. We will give you the voucher in your hand after 
the registration.
*If you have a previous voucher, this voucher is not acumulative, you will have to use it 
separately.

Also, if you cannot come to the event at the end, you will be able to sell your ticket or give it 
to another person. Just send an email when you sell it with the information (complete name, 
location and email) of the new owner.

Tickets for BloodyNightCon Europe will be valid for OneHundredCon and vice versa. If you 
have tickets for both events, we can make a voucher for the cheap pass or you can ask for the 
refund of this pass after the new events dates.

In any case, this is the last edition of BloodyNightCon Europe.

Thanks everybody for your support and understanding in these di�cult moments.


